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Food Fights & Culture Wars
A Secret History of Taste

revolution! conflict! Gluttony! The gloriously illustrated 

history of food, including mythical origin stories, unusual 

recipes and more!

In this eclectic book of food history, antiquarian cookbook expert Tom Nealon takes on such  

overlooked themes as carp and the Crusades, brown sauce and Byron, and chillies and cannibalism, 

and suggests that hunger and taste are the twin forces that secretly defined the course of civilization. 

Through war and plague, revolution and migration, people have always had to eat. What and how 

they ate provoked culinary upheaval around the world as ingredients were traded and fought over, 

and populations desperately walked the line between satiety and starvation. 

Parallel to the history books, a second, more obscure history was also being recorded in the cook-

books of the time, which charted the evolution of meals and the transmission of ingredients around 

the world. Food Fights & Culture Wars: A Secret History of Taste explores the mysteries at the intersec-

tion of food and society, and attempts to make sense of the curious area between fact and fiction.

Beautifully illustrated with material from the collection of the British Library, this wide-ranging book 

addresses some of the fascinating, forgotten stories behind everyday dishes and processes. Among 

many conspiracies and controversies, the author meditates on the connections between the French 

Revolution and table settings, food thickness and colonialism, and lemonade and the Black Plague.

Tom NealoN is a food writer and antiquarian bookseller who specializes in early printed books, especially cookbooks 
and literature. He is the founder of Pazzo Books in Boston.

Tom NealoN
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•	tom nealon is the 
well-known boston 
bookseller of 
antiquarian cookbooks

•	Author appearances 
and events 

•	the lavishly illustrat-
ed interior makes this 
a perfect gift book for 
any foodie!

jaNuary
$30.00 hardcover ($40.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1441-0 
63/4” x 91/2” • pp. 224 • Territory A
120 full color illustrations throughout
HISTORY/FOOD
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Jane Welsh carlyle 
and her victorian World

A Story of Love, Work, Friendship, and Marriage

The untold story of jane welsh carlyle—the wife of the 

renowned Thomas carlyle—who had literary aspirations 

of her own

hailed by Virginia Woolf as one of the all-time great letter writers, Jane Welsh Carlyle, wife of 

Victorian literary celebrity Thomas Carlyle, has been much overlooked. In this compelling new 

biography, Kathy Chamberlain brings Jane out of her husband’s shadow, focusing on Carlyle as a  

remarkable woman and writer in her own right.

Caught between her own literary aspirations and Victorian society’s oppression of women, Jane 

Welsh Carlyle hoped to move beyond domestic life and become a respected published writer. As she 

and her husband moved in exclusive London literary circles, mingling with noted authors, poets, and 

European revolutionaries, Carlyle created and reported to her correspondents on her rich, rewarding 

life in her Chelsea home—until her husband’s infatuation with a wealthy, imposing aristocratic society 

hostess threw her life into chaos. 

Through dedicated research and unparalleled access to Jane Welsh Carlyle’s private correspondence, 

Kathy Chamberlain presents an elegant portrait of an extraordinary, unsung writer, as well as of the era.

kaThy chamberlaiN is a writer and educator. She was a professor for over thirty 
years at the City University of New York and has given lectures on Jane Welsh Carlyle 
at the CUNY Graduate Center and at conferences in the US and UK. She has published 
numerous essays on Jane Welsh Carlyle and Virginia Woolf and writes reviews for the 
Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain. 

kaThy chamberlaiN
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and her victorian world

Jane Welsh Carlyle

A  S t o r y  o f  L o v e ,  Wo r k , 
F r i e n d s h i p ,  a n d  M a r r i a g e

K A T H Y  C H A M B E R L A I N •	using previously undis-
covered letters and diary 
entries, Chamberlain has 
created an unprecedent-
ed glimpse at one of the 
most overlooked writers 
of her time and presents 
a unique portrait of 
victorian society

“Nothing escapes her. she sees through clear water down to the rocks at 

the bottom.” —virginia woolf on jane welsh carlyle

 “ one of the rare victorian wives who are of literary interest in their own 

right . . . to be remembered as one of the great letter writers (in some re-

spects her husband’s superior) of the nineteenth century is glory beyond 

the dreams of avarice. “  — G.b. Tennyson, professor emeritus at ucla, 

former editor of Nineteenth Century Literature

jaNuary
$37.50 hardcover ($47.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1420-5 
6” x 9” • pp. 400 • Territory A
24 b&w illustrations
BIOGRAPHY
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overlook omNibus 
$30.00 hardcover ($40.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1444-1
6” x 9” • pp. 304 • Territory C
3 8-page color inserts
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

The definitive, authorized biography of suicide, the most iconoclastic 
band of the New york punk explosion

dream Baby dream
Suicide: A New York Story

Kris needs

New York City-based punk duo Suicide, though often feared 
and spurned for their anarchic and taboo-busting sound, 
inspired the major musical movements of the 1970s. In 
Dream Baby Dream, acclaimed rock journalist Kris Needs 
recounts Suicide’s roller coaster career from its formative 
days in avant-garde performance art through present day, 
chronicling their first album, their violent UK tour opening 
for The Clash in 1978, and the duo’s subsequent recordings, 
performances, and solo careers, supported with firsthand 
interviews by its founders, singer and artist Alan Vega and 
maverick instrumentalist Martin Rev.

Needs covers the influences and events that led to the ear-
ly days of Suicide, born from a counter-culture art state-
ment opposing the Vietnam War by mirroring its turmoil 
in the streets of New York. Along with interviewing major 
figures in the Suicide story, the author includes accounts 
of key players from the last 40 years of New York’s music 
scene, including Blondie, Jayne County, and the New York 
Dolls. Dream Baby Dream awards rightful acclaim to Sui-
cide—originally shunned by mainstream culture—as one 
of the most important and influential musical groups of 
the 20th century.

kris Needs is a former New Music Enter-
tainment journalist and Zigzag editor. He 
has written several rock biographies about 
Blondie, George Clinton, Primal Scream, 
and The Clash. He is a regular contributor 
to Record Collector and Mojo.

“We were living through the realities of war and 
bringing the war onto the stage . . .  

everybody hated us, man.” 
—Alan vega, co-founder of suicide

•	 Rolling	Stone called them 

“an unmeasurable influence 

on the industrial dance, 

noise, techno, ambient, 

ad electronic scenes of the 

1980s and 1990s” 

•	 bono, rem, moby, and 

radiohead all cite suicide as 

an influence on their music
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overlook omNibus
$40.00 hardcover ($54.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1438-0
8” x 101/2” • pp. 192 • Territory C
157 color and 63 b&w images
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

This essential oversized photographic tribute introduces the world to all 
sides of keith moon, the legendary who drummer

There Is no Substitute
A Tribute to Keith Moon

ian snowball

•	 With an introduction 

by Pete townshend and 

contributions from some of 

the most well-respected rock 

’n’ roll musicians, There	Is	

No	Substitute	gives readers 

unprecedented access to 

Keith moon

•	 moon was voted the 

second-greatest drummer 

in history by a Rolling	Stone 

readers’ poll

Keith Moon’s superb artistry on the drums catapulted 
him into stardom while his eccentric and self-destructive  
behavior kept him in the spotlight, crowning him as one 
of the most outrageously mischievous rock stars the world 
has ever seen. There Is No Substitute pulls the focus away 
from Moon’s antics offstage and highlights his superlative 
skill onstage, celebrating The Who’s unconventional drummer 
who put the beat into a litany of classic rock songs.

Containing a collection of both recognizable and previously 
unseen photographs and memories from friends of Keith— 
a diverse cross section of drummers, musicians, fans, and 
writers—There Is No Substitute concentrates on Keith’s influ-
ence as a drummer and musician and the impact he has had 
on rock ’n’ roll. Alongside fellow drummers Kenney Jones 
(who took over the drums in The Who after Keith’s death 
in 1978), Don Powell of Slade, Mick Avory of the Kinks, 
and Clem Burke of Blondie, musicians and friends of Keith  
reminisce about the madcap genius who is remembered for 
his vast influence on and contribution to rock ’n’ roll. 

iaN sNowball is the co-author of That’s Entertainment: My Life 
In The Jam by Rick Buckler, as well as books on Ocean Colour Scene 
and Dexy’s Midnight Runners.

Introduction by Pete Townshend
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“What Keith did was bring drummers to the 
fore again . . . What he had was natural flair 
and originality and that worked for him and 

the Who.” —mick Avory, the Kinks
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$26.95 hardcover (NCR) 
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1176-1
6” x 9” • pp. 400 • Territory X
THRILLER

“an involved and beautifully-plotted spy story, as convincing as any of 
john le carré’s.” —The Guardian

Paris Spring
A Thriller

James naughtie

•	 masterfully weaving 

together espionage and po-

litical intrigue, naughtie has 

written a spy novel for the 

ages, worthy of comparison 

to the finest work of Charles 

mcCarry and robert littell

•	 naughtie is a frequent 

political commentator on 

uK and American politics for 

the bbC

James Naughtie established himself a “capable and elegant  
writer” (The Wall Street Journal) with his gripping and 
highly praised debut, The Madness of July. He sets his 
new, “brilliant spy thriller” (The Guardian) in the feverish  
atmosphere of Paris, in April of 1968. The cafes are alive 
with talk of revolution, but for Scottish-American Will 
Flemyng—a spy working in the British Embassy—the crisis 
is personal. A few words from a stranger on the metro 
change his life. His family is threatened with ruin and he 
now faces the spy’s oldest fear: exposure.

Freddy Craven is the hero and mentor Flemyng would trust 
with his life, but when he is tempted into a dark, Cold War 
labyrinth, he chooses the dangerous path and plays his 
game alone. And when glamorous, globe-trotting journalist 
Grace Quincy, in pursuit of a big story, is found dead in the 
Père Lachaise cemetery, the question is raised—what side 
was she on? Certainly she knew too much, and had become 
dangerous. But to whom? The bizarre murder reveals a web 
of secrets, and Fleming’s loyalty to family and friends is test-
ed as never before. As the streets of Paris become a smoke-
filled battleground, Flemyng, like his friends and enemies, 
discovers that where secrets are at stake, lives are too. Once 
again James Naughtie spins an irresistible, intelligent, and 
page turning thriller.

james NauGhTie has worked as a po-
litical correspondent for The Washington 
Post and The Guardian. He was a radio 
news anchor for the BBC Today program 
for 21 years and is currently covering the 
US elections for BBC News.

“A cerebral and gripping thriller . . . Fuses the 
entwined professions of politics and  

espionage.” —The Herald	

“[Flemyng] is an interesting, well-drawn character. 
naughtie tells a good story with his much-loved 

trademark excess of words.” —The Times
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$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1166-2 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 400 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-0961-4)
THRILLER

The explosive debut thriller by an author who 

has spent his life in the halls of power

“A hugely satisfying  
thriller that grips from  

the first page to the last.”  
—Kate Mosse, 

 author of Labyrinth

O V E R L O O K

A  
Thriller

The Madness of July
A Thriller

James naughtie

Political correspondent James Naughtie combines his insider knowledge 
with his narrative prowess to write a debut “spy drama worthy of his  
countryman Le Carré” (Kirkus). In The Madness of July, Will Flemyng is 
quickly rising to the top of a high-stakes Cold War political world. But 
when his name is linked to a suspicious death, Flemyng is forced return to 
the shadows once again to clear the record. Traveling among Washington, 
D.C., London, and the Scottish highlands, Flemyng must navigate diplomatic 
relations, schisms in the intelligence community, and his own family’s mis-
steps as he tries to unravel the sinister events that have followed him into 
the blistering days of summer.

$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1432-8
53/8” x 8” • pp. 440 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1127-3)
THRILLER

r.j. ellory’s haunting thriller of violence, neglect, 

and psychopathy in small-town america

O V E R L O O K

“The perfect author to read 
late into the night.”

—Clive Cussler

A THRILLER

bestselling author of a quiet belief in angels

bestselling author of a quiet belief in angels

BAD SIGNSR.J. ELLORY

Bad Signs
A Thriller

r.J. ellory

R.J. Ellory returns with his most disturbing book yet, set in 1960s rural 
America. Orphaned half-brothers Clarence Luckman and Elliott Danziger 
know little of life beyond the walls of state institutions—until convicted killer 
Earl Sheridan, en route to death row, seizes them as hostages and takes 
them on a frenetic journey from California to Texas. It’s a trip that will force 
the brothers to reevaluate their lives and their relationship to each other 
as the tide of violence grows in their wake. Bad Signs is the tale of innate  
darkness, the inherent hope for salvation, and the consequences of evil. 

r. j. ellory is the author of twelve novels, including the bestselling A Quiet Belief 
in Angels, which was Strand Magazine’s Thriller of the Year. He is also the author 
of Ghostheart, City of Lies, Candlemoth, A Quiet Vendetta, The Anniversary Man, 
A Simple Act of Violence, and the e-book original series Three Days in Chicagoland.
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“naughtie is a capable and elegant writer, and captures the 
novel’s 1970s setting well . . . filled with atmospheric set-pieces 

and sharp descriptions.” —The	Wall	Street	Journal

“r.J. ellory’s remarkable talent for probing the unknown  
establishes him as a master of the [thriller] genre. “  

— Cliver Cussler
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$14.95 paperback ($19.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1422-9
53/8” x 81/4” • pp. 96 • Territory A
DRAMA

“Quixotic, gorgeous . . . a very fine new american play.” 
—chris jones, Chicago Tribune

Smokefall
A Play

noah haidle

Magic realism collides with manic vaudeville in this  
family drama with a chewy metaphysical core by Noah 
Haidle, one of our most exciting and daring young  
playwrights. With a glancing nod to Our Town, a man 
named Footnote acts as guide. The Twins swap philosophy  
while awaiting their birth. Daughter Beauty eats dirt and 
doesn’t speak, and Father is about to drive away and never 
return, leaving pregnant and dreamy mother Violet alone 
to live out her father’s notion that “every love story is a 
tragedy, because its ending is built into its beginning.” 
Whipping from astonishing tenderness to profound humor  
and back again, this wholly original play uncovers the  
extraordinary family connections that stretch and warp 
across the years but can never quite be broken.

Smokefall’s award-winning Chicago premiere, directed by 
Anne Kauffmann, was followed by its off-Broadway premiere 
in 2015, also directed by Kauffmann and starring Zachary 
Quinto and Robin Tunney, in highly praised performances. 

Noah haidle’s plays have premiered 
at the Goodman, Lincoln Center Theater, 
Roundabout, Long Wharf, Woolly Mam-
moth, Rattlestick, and many others. His 
plays include Mr. Marmalade and Vigils. 
He is a graduate of Princeton and The Juil-
liard School, where he was a Lila Acheson  

Wallace playwright-in-residence. He is the recipient of three  
Lincoln Center Lecompte Du Nouy awards, the Helen Merrill Award 
for emerging playwrights, the Claire Tow Award and an NEA/TCG 
Theatre Residency Grant.

“if thornton Wilder dropped acid he might have written 
Smokefall.” —robert hofler, Variety

“Smokefall is absolutely stunning. it’s a near-perfect show.” 
—m. William Panek, Broadway	World	

“Smokefall took my breath away . . . a glorious play with a 
unique blend of sophistication and open-heartedness. it is a 

work that leaves you thinking about every human connection 
you have, whether on an intimate scale or the cosmic one.” 

—hedy Weiss, Chicago-Sun-Times
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sepTember 2016
$14.95 paperback ($19.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1449-6
53/8” x 81/4” • pp. 96 • Territory A
DRAMA

rereleased for its first broadway run, Jitney is part of wilson’s 10-play 
cycle on the black experience in 20th century america

Jitney
Broadway Edition

August Wilson

•	 the manhattan theatre 

Club production opens in 

January 2017 at the samuel 

J. Friedman theatre and 

will be directed by ruben 

santiago-hudson, one of 

Wilson’s finest interpreters

•	 August Wilson’s plays 

include Fences, The	Piano	

Lesson, and Ma	Rainey’s	

Black	Bottom

Only one of two-time Pulitzer Prize winner August Wilson’s 
plays in the author’s masterful The American Century Cycle  
has never been seen on Broadway—until now. Jitney, set 
in the early 1970s, is a richly textured piece that follows  
a group of men trying to eke out a living by driving un-
licensed cabs, or jitneys.

Wilson writes not about historical events or the pathologies 
of the black community, but, as he says, about “the unique 
particulars of black culture . . . I wanted to place this culture 
onstage in all its richness and fullness and to demonstrate  
its ability to sustain us . . . through profound moments in our 
history in which the larger society has though less of us than 
we have thought of ourselves.”

auGusT wilsoN (1945-2005) twice received the Pulitzer Price for 
Drama. Seven of his plays have received the New York Drama Crit-
ics Circle Award for best play. He was the recipient of Rockefeller 
and Guggenheim fellowships, the Whiting Writers Award, the 1999  
National Humanities Medal, and numerous honorary degrees.

“no one except perhaps eugene O’neill or  
tennessee Williams has aimed so high and 

achieved so much in the American theater.” 
—John lahr, The	New	Yorker

“Jitney holds its audience in charmed captivity.”  
—ben brantley,	The	New	York	Times

“so vivid and truthful, so packed with detail and 
texture that it takes on the richness of poetry.”  

—Charles isherwood, Variety

“An acutely intelligent, deeply affecting study 
of the human spirit, delivered with the gritty 

poetry that makes Wilson’s work at once  
dazzling and brutally realistic.” —USA	Today

“so vividly written . . . it keeps you steadily 
amused, concerned, and moved.” 

—New	York	Magazine
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sepTember 2016 
$14.95 paperback ($19.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-58567-024-6
53/8” x 81/4” • pp. 96 • Territory A
DRAMA

The new edition of three brilliantly scathing plays featuring dual covers, a 
man and a woman, from robert longo’s acclaimed “men in the cities” series

•	 includes an illuminating preface by neil labute who for the 

first time limns the plays’ full history, including the early 

productions and controversies during his student days

“mr. labute shows not only a merciless ear 
for contemporary speech but also a poet’s 

sense of recurring, slyly graduated imagery 
. . . darkly engrossing.” 

 —ben brantley, The	New	York	Times

14 | Available Now

BaSh
Three Plays

neil labute

Neil LaBute burst onto the American theater scene with 
the premiere of BASH at NYC’s Douglas Fairbanks Theater  
in 1999 in a wildly praised production that featured 
Calista Flockhart, Paul Rudd, and Ron Eldard. It went on 
to play at the Almeida Theatre in London and since then 
has seen hundreds of productions across the U.S. and 
around the world.

These three provocative one-act plays examine the com-
plexities of evil in everyday life and thrillingly exhibit 
LaBute’s signature raw lyrical intensity. Ablaze with the 
muscular dialogue and searing artistry that immediately 
established him as a major playwright, BASH is endur-
ingly brilliant—classic and essential Neil LaBute. In Me-
dea Redux, a young woman relates her complex and ul-
timately tragic relationship with her high school English 
teacher; in Iphigenia in Orem, a businessman confides 
to a stranger in a Las Vegal hotel room about a chill-
ing crime; and in A Gaggle of Saints, a young couple 
separately recounts the violent events of an anniversary 
weekend in New York City.

Neil labuTe is an award-winning 
playwright, filmmaker, and screen-
writer. His plays include: In a Forest, 
Dark and Deep, Reasons to be Happy, 
The Money Shot, and The Way We Get 
By. His films include In the Company 
of Men, Your Friends and Neighbors, 

Nurse Betty, Possession, The Shape of Things, Some Velvet Morn-
ing, and Dirty Weekend. He’s the recipient of a Literature Award 
from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. 
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$17.95 paperback ($23.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1429-8
53/8” x 81/4 • pp. 400 • Territory A
(Previous edition 978-1-4683-1130-3)
HISTORY

The groundbreaking account of the aftermath of the battle of waterloo “told 
in vivid colors . . . alive with drama and human tragedy” (The New York Times)

Paul O’Keeffe

“Keeffe describes these fraught, uncertain days with skill and a touch 
for ground-level detail . . . alive with drama and human tragedy.”

—The New York Times Book Review

WaterlOO

Aftermath
The

Waterloo
The Aftermath

Paul O’Keeffe

•	 begins where other books on Waterloo end—at the 

battle—to provide fresh insight into the most important 

aspects of this monumnetal piece of history

In the early morning hours of June 19, 1815, more than 
50,000 men and 7,000 horses lay dead and wounded on a 
battlefield just south of Brussels. In the time that followed, 
news of the battle would begin to shape the consciousness 
of an age; the battlegrounds would be looted and cleared, 
its dead buried or burned, its ground and ruins overrun 
by voyeuristic tourists; the victorious British and Prussian 
armies would invade France and occupy Paris. And as his 
enemies within and without France closed in, Napoleon 
saw no avenue ahead but surrender, exile and captivity.

In this dramatic account of the aftermath of the battle of 
Waterloo, Paul O’Keeffe employs a multiplicity of contempo-
rary sources and viewpoints to create a reading experience 
that brings into focus as never before the sights, sounds, 
and smells of the battlefield, of conquest and defeat, of  
celebration and riot.

paul o’keeFFe is a lecturer and writer. 
He was awarded a PhD by the University 
of Liverpool. He is the author of sev-
eral highly acclaimed books, including  
biographies of Wyndham Lewis, artist 
Benjamin Robert Hayden, and sculptor 
Henri Gaudier-Brzeska.

“For an enthralling account of the hours, days and 
weeks after the battle, read Paul O’Keefe’s Waterloo	. . . 

mr. O’Keeffe paints a vivid picture.” 
—The	Economist

“O’Keeffe shrewdly concentrates on the less familiar 
story of what followed . . . for sheer readability and 

wealth of detail, the result is hard to beat.” 
—The	New	Criterion	

“Original and fascinating.” 
 —	The	Washington	Post
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sepTember 2016  
$15.95 paperback ($20.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1440-3
53/8” x 8” • pp. 240 • Territory A
LITERATURE/MOVIE TIE-IN

Now a major motion picture, the enthralling worldwide bestseller and 
epic novel of enduring romance in a time of war

ali and nino
A Love Story

Kurban said

The sweeping tale of love challenged by war, as romantic 
and gripping as Gone with the Wind or Dr. Zhivago, Ali 
and Nino portrays, against a glamorously exotic backdrop, 
the enduring love between childhood friends divided by 
separate cultures.

Ali and Nino grow up together in carefree innocence in 
Baku, on the Caspian Sea. Here, where East and West  
collide, they are inevitably drawn into the events of World 
War I and the Russian Revolution. Torn apart by the turmoil 
of the divided society around them, Ali joins the defense of 
Azerbaijan from the onslaught of the Red Army and Nino 
flees to the safety of Paris with their child, unsure whether 
they will ever see each other again. This is an unforgettable 
story of blood feud, adventure, and personal heroism—and 
a love that endures the upheaval of cultures.

kurbaN said is the pseudonym of the writer of Ali and Nino and 
The Girl From the Golden Horn and subject of the bestselling book 
The Orientalist by Tom Reiss.

“Poignant and beautiful . . . Alive with a vividly 
unique vision of colliding cultures and  

enduring love.” —Newsweek

“One feels as if one has dug up buried treasure 
. . . An epic of cultural change that seems more 

immediate than this morning’s headlines.” 	
—The	New	York	Times

“heartbreaking . . . A small, shimmering classic.”  
—Entertainment	Weekly
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One of the most romantic epics of all time 
and now a major film which premiered at 
sundance 2016, to be released by iFC Films 
in Fall 2016

Translated from the German by Jenia Graman

•	 the film Ali	and	Nino 

is directed by Academy 

Award-winner Asif Kapadio 

(Amy)

•	 screenplay by Academy 

Award-winner Christopher 

hampton (Dangerous	Lia-

sons, Atonement)

•	 rights sold in 40 

countries

•	 starring tony Award-

winner mandy Patinkin 

(Homeland) and Connie 

nielsen (Gladiator)

•	 Featuring an afterword 

by Paul theroux

•	 movie tie-in art

Production	stills	from	Ali and nino

978-0-87951-6680 hC 
978-1-59020-817-5 Pb

previous ediTioNs:

M o v I e  T I e - I n 
e d I T I o n
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$15.95 paperback ($20.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978–1-4683-1430-4
53/8” x 8” • pp. 256 • Territory A
LITERATURE

suspenseful and exotic—the strikingly beautiful novel of thwarted love, 
exile, and desire from the mysterious author of the bestselling Ali and Nino

The girl From the golden horn
A Novel

Kurban said

•	 Kurban said’s life is surrounded by nearly as much mystery as 

his novels—with the premiere of Ali	and	Nino,	interest in his life 

will only grow

With rights sold in 15 countries, this rich novel explores the 
clash of values between conservative prewar Istanbul and 
decadent postwar Berlin.

The Girl From the Golden Horn is the story of one girl’s 
choice between two worlds. Asiadeh Anbara and her  
father, once members of the Turkish royal court, have fled 
the collapse of the Ottoman Empire to start a new life in 
Berlin. Years earlier Asiadeh had been engaged to a Turkish 
prince, but now, under the spell of the West, the nineteen-
year-old Muslim girl falls in love and marries a Viennese 
doctor. When the prince reappears, Asiadeh finds herself 
torn between the marriage she made in good faith and the 
promise made long ago.

Written in 1938 and now reissued to accompany the movie 
tie-in of Ali and Nino, The Girl from the Golden Horn is a  
suspenseful and strikingly beautiful novel that remains 
powerful and moving today.

“said’s brilliant novel [of] exile, loss, and identities 
thrown into uncertainty.“ —Newsweek

“Alluring, romantic, exotic . . . narrated with a 
sparkling, high-spirited intelligence.”	—ELLE

“A brilliant exploration of cultural heritage.”  
—Publishers	Weekly
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Translated from the German by Jenia Graman

978-1-58867-173-1 hC 
978-1-40003-0828 Pb (AnChOr)

previous ediTioNs:
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$26.95 hardcover ($35.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1087-0
6” x 9” • pp. 304 • Territory A
THRILLER

dreams and deception collide in david carnoy’s page-turning tale of 
murder, manipulation, and mistaken identities

lucidity
A Thriller

david Carnoy

•	 Carnoy has a huge fan 

base, having sold over 

150,000 copies of his  

previous novels in e-book!

•	 Carnoy has appeared on 

CnbC, Cnn, msnbC, and 

others
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L U CID I T Y

D A V I D 
C A R N O Y 

A  N O V E L

by the author of The Big Exit

After his “gripping thriller debut” (Kirkus) Knife Music 
and chilling follow-up The Big Exit, Carnoy’s Detective 
Hank Madden returns in this bicoastal suspense novel 
that pits dreams against reality, where nothing can be 
taken at face value.

Twenty years after the unsolved case of Stacey Walker’s 
disappearance went cold, police detective Hank Madden is 
conscripted to find her body and track down her missing 
husband, her presumed murderer. Four months later, editor 
Max Fremmer’s client Candace Epstein is pushed in front 
of a car near Central Park. As he digs into her background 
to clear his name, Fremmer grows suspicious of Candace’s 
connection to a nefarious institute for lucid dreaming on 
the Upper East Side. As similarities arise between the cases  
on each coast, Detective Madden and Fremmer forge 
an unlikely partnership to expose what misconduct lurks  
beneath the façade of the Lucidity Center and unravel the 
secret that links their investigations. Carnoy’s Lucidity stuns 
with complex detail that will keep readers guessing until 
the final, satisfying jolt. 

david carNoy is an executive editor at 
CNET and the author of The Big Exit and 
Knife Music. He lives in New York City with 
his wife and children.
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more by david carNoy

KniFe musiC
 978-1-4683-0702-3 pb $15.95

the big eXit
978-1-4683-0701-6 pb $15.95

“Gripping, suspenseful, totally believable—and shockingly good. 
—harlan coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Stranger

“[an] exceptionally satisfying murder puzzle. ” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“a first-rate crime caper.” —Kirkus

“impressive . . . surprisingly complex and sophisticated . . . carnoy resolves everything with 
enough originality to deliver a satisfying jolt.” —ForeWord

 “This doctor versus detective thriller belongs on the shelf with michael connelly, 
dennis lehane, or chuck hogan.” —Brooklyn Rail

 “Fans of Law and Order type mysteries with ever-morphing questions of who’s the victim 
and who’s the perp will enjoy this one.” —Library Journal



20 | February

Mental health, Inc.
How Corruption, Lax Oversight, and Failed Reforms 

Endanger Our Most Vulnerable Citizens

The no-holds-barred and crucial call to action for 

america’s broken mental health system, by a prize-

winning investigative journalist

The mental health system in America is hardly a front-burner issue, despite lip-service about reform after 

each new tragic mass killing. Yet every American should care deeply about fixing a system a presidential 

commission reported was in “shambles.” By some measures, 20 percent of Americans have some sort of 

mental health condition, including the most vulnerable among us—veterans, children, the elderly, prisoners, 

the homeless. With Mental Health Inc., award-winning investigative journalist Art Levine delivers a Shock 

Doctrine-style exposé of the failures of our out of control, profits-driven mental health system, with a special 

emphasis on the failures of the pharmaceuticals industry, including the treatment of children with anti-

psychotics and disastrous PTSD protocols for veterans.

Levine provides narrative portraits of victims and also of some people who won unexpected victories against 

their illnesses by getting smart, personalized help, as well as snapshots of corrupt Big Pharma executives and 

researchers who created fraudulent marketing schemes. Levine also tells the dramatic David vs. Goliath stories 

of a few brave reformers, including Harvard-trained psychiatrist and researcher Dr. Stefan Kruszewski, who 

has acted as a whistleblower in numerous cases, leading to major federal and state settlements, as well as  

arT leviNe, a prize-winning contributing editor of The Washington Monthly, has written 
for The American Prospect, Salon, The Atlantic, The Daily Beast, Mother Jones, and numer-
ous other publications. Among other awards, he was named “Journalist of the Year” by 
the Florida chapter of the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill in 2001 for his articles in City 
Link, a Florida weekly, exploring the criminalization of the mentally ill in South Florida. As a 
Health Policy Fellow with the Progressive Policy Institute, he wrote a prescient major report, 
Parity-Plus: A Third Way Approach to Fix America’s Mental Health System that looked at 
roadblocks to using effective treatments. Since then, he has exposed a wide range of cor-
porate and government wrongdoing, in a series of articles for The American Prospect, The 
Washington Monthly and Salon, among others.

arT leviNe
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HOW CORRUPTION, LAX 
OVERSIGHT, AND FAILED 
REFORMS ENDANGER 
OUR MOST VULNERABLE 
CITIZENS

MENTAL 
HEALTH, 
INC.

ART LEVINE

•	this hard-hitting  
exposé is sure to 
receive major media 
attention

•	the failings of the 
American mental 
health system are in 
the news and levine’s 
in-depth book will 
have a lot to add to 
the conversation

•	   narative-driven 
book details big 
Pharma’s reckless drug-
pushing, including 
dangerous off-label 
prescribing for children 
and doctored testing 
results for drugs for 
veterans

spotlighting pioneering clinicians challenging outmoded, drug-and-sedate practices that leave 90% of people 

with serious mental illness too disabled to work. 

By taking a comprehensive look at mental health abuses and dangerous, ineffective practices as well as 

pointing toward solutions for creating a system for effective, proven and compassionate care, Art Levine’s 

essential Mental Health Inc. is a call to action for politicians and citizens alike.

February
$30.00 hardcover ($40.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-0837-2 
6” x 9” • pp. 304 • Territory A
PYSCHOLOGY/MEDICINE
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22 | February

$26.95 hardcover ($35.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1437-3
6” x 9” • pp. 352 • Territory Y
FICTION

The eerie second installment in the Darkest Hand trilogy, where war 
wages on in a shadowy world between men, demons, and werewolves

Spine confirmed  
@ 22mm 

4 April 2016 2:56 PM

((Royal format trade-paperback) Front cover size: 156mm x 234mm: CMYK

DUCKWORTH 
OVERLOOK

THE
‘Fast, frenetic and bloody.’  

Tim Lebbon, author of The Silence and The Family Man

 
1915. DEMONIC POSSESSIONS ARE 

 SWEEPING ACROSS ROME.  
 

The world is under siege from a powerful, evil force as war rages 
 on the Italian Austro-Hungarian border. Bodies are piling high.  

Werewolves are roaming the streets. And the Vatican’s Eagle  
Fountain is running red with blood.  

Only Poldek Tacit, the Catholic Church’s most resolute and disturbed  
Inquisitor, can hope to push back the powers of evil and unite those 
 for good. But what happens when Tacit finds that the path he walks  

has already been prophesised and that where it leads threatens 
 the very future of a world already on the edge of the abyss? 

The second in The Darkest Hand series, The Fallen will draw  
you into a dark and captivating world full of demons,  

werewolves, ritualistic terror and fast-paced action.

Praise for Tarn Richardson:

 ‘The Fallen is an imaginative and deftly told tale that’ll chill you to  
the core.’ Tim Lebbon, author of The Silence and The Family Man

‘In Poldek Tacit we have a wonderfully snarling, brutish, wounded bear of a  
man, his humanity still alive within him, despite all he has done, and seen.’ 

Russell Mardell, author of Bleeker Hill

‘The plotting is sharp, the characterisation and the historical attention 

 to detail is superb.’ Simon Gosden, Fantastic Literature

‘Richardson’s debut has mash-up leanings . . .  

It works surprisingly well.’ Daily Mail 

   £12.99DUCKWORTH OVERLOOK

Independent Since 1898 
www.ducknet.co.uk 
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TARN RICHARDSON

THE 
DARKEST HAND  

TRILOGY  
BOOK 2

The Fallen
The Darkest Hand Trilogy: Book Two

Tarn Richardson

Tarn Richardson launched his unnerving Darkest Hand  
Trilogy with the debut horror The Damned, which hooked 
readers with a “great brooding protagonist and razor-sharp 
historical detail” (Tom Bromley, author of the Thomas Black 
Dead on Arrival series). In The Fallen, the ongoing battle of a 
paranormal World War I threatens to engulf the Inquisition 
as dark forces assemble within the Catholic Church.

Before his murder, a desperate priest sends a secret letter 
to his brother serving in the Italian Army. Now this young 
soldier carries with him a letter which holds the key as to why 
terrible satanic rituals are being committed in the heart of 
the Vatican—and by whom. Drawn into this conspiracy and 
hunted by agents of The Darkest Hand, old rivals must unite 
to discover the contents of the letter before it’s too late.

Only Poldek Tacit, the most determined and unhinged 
Inquisitor, can hope to push back the forces of evil and unite 
those for good. But what happens when Tacit finds that his 
mission threatens the very future of a world already on the 
edge of the abyss?

TARN RICHARDSON was brought up in 
a remote house, rumored to be haunted, 
near Somerset, England. He has been a 
copywriter, written murder mystery dinner 
party games, and worked in digital media 
for nearly twenty years. 

“The historical elements are fascinating, as is 
the author’s twist on the werewolf mythos, but 

the brooding, conflicted Tacit is the most  
compelling element.” —Publishers Weekly

“Fast, frenetic and bloody.” —Tim Lebbon,  
author of The Silence and The Family Man

“In Poldek Tacit we have a wonderfully snarling, 
brutish, wounded bear of a man, his humanity 

still alive within him.”  
—Russell Mardell, author of Bleeker Hill
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$16.95 paperback ($22.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1425-0
53/8” x 8” • pp. 352 • Territory Y
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1246-1)
FICTION

The gripping work of dark fiction set in an alternative 

wwi where unspeakable creatures roam the battlefield

THE DARKEST HOUR TRILOGY  
BOOK 1

“Richardson does a wonderful job of 
setting the scene . . . The conclusion 
will leave readers looking forward 
to the next installment.” 
 —Publishers Weekly

The damned
The Darkest Hand Trilogy: Book One

tarn richardson

“Not one for the squeamish” (The Bookbag), Tarn Richardson’s first installment 
in the Darkest Hand Trilogy combines ritualistic terror with the Great War in this  
historical horror novel. When a priest is brutally murdered, Inquisitor Poldeck Tacit 
arrives on the scene to investigate the crime. His mission: to protect the Church 
from those who would seek to destroy it at all costs. As he strives in vain to solve 
the murder, the British and German armies clash, revealing an unnatural foe lurking 
beneath the killing fields an enemy that wreaks its havoc by the light of the moon. 
Tacit must battle the forces of evil to reach the heart of dark conspiracy that seeks 
to engulf the already-conflicted world.
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“Allegorical and erudite.” —Kirkus

“Fantastic book—worth buying for the descriptions of the 
trenches alone, which are the best evocation of World War 

One i have yet read. you really can smell the cordite.” 
—ed davey, author of	Foretold	By	Thunder

$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1092-4
53/8” x 8” • pp. 320 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1092-4)
FICTION

by the author of The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, the 

historical drama bursting with secrets and passion

Deborah MoggachDeborah MoggachDeborah Moggach
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF  

The BesT exoTic Marigold hoTel

“Moggach is a fine descriptive writer  
who captures mood through careful choice of detail.” 

 —New York Times Book Review

“Moggach is a fine descriptive writer  
who captures mood through careful choice of detail.” 

 —New York Times Book Review

IN THE DARKIN THE DARKIN THE DARK
A Novel

In the dark
A Novel

deborah moggach

 Historical,  intriguing, and sexy , this is a tantalizing, page-turning story set 
in London’s dark and dirty streets during WWI. Eithne Clay runs a South  
London boarding house while her husband is off at the War. There’s Ralph, 
her fourteen-year old son, Winnie, the maid, and the lodgers, including blind  
Alwyne Flyte. When the dreaded telegram arrives at the house, things turn 
from difficult to desperate.  Along comes the butcher, Neville Turk, irresistible  
for his meat, money, and brutish confidence, who has sinister plans of his 
own. They’re all in the dark with their dreams, secrets, and fantasies, and  
electric light—new to their world—reveals both grime and secrets.

deborah moGGach is the author of sixteen successful novels including most re-
cently These Foolish Things and the best-selling Tulip Fever. She wrote the screenplays 
for the film of Pride and Prejudice and TV’s acclaimed Love in a Cold Climate.

“moggach is a fine descriptive writer who captures mood 
through careful choice of detail.” —New	York	Times	Book	Review



the trAnsFOrmAtiOn OF irelAnd, 1900-2000 
978-1-58567-882-1 $19.95 pb

also available From overlook:

The thrilling account of the many famed escape attempts 

from Nazi pow camps by spitfire pilot william ash

“Meet the inspiration for  
Steve McQueen in The Great Escape.” 

 —New York Post

PATRICK BISHOP
AUTHOR OF THE BESTSELLING WINGS

THE TRUE STORY OF WILLIAM ASH:  
–  SPITFIRE PILOT, P.  O. W. AND  
WWII,S GREATEST ESCAPER

O V E R L O O K

When American fighter pilot William Ash’s plane was shot down over France in 1942, he 
was captured by German forces and placed in a Nazi prison camp. By weaving together 
contemporary documents and interviews with Ash’s comrades, Patrick Bishop vividly  
recreates the man’s multiple escape attempts from POW camps, which inspired Steve 
McQueen’s character in The Great Escape. The story of one man’s extraordinary resilience 
in the face of impossible odds, The Cooler King stands as a testament to the invincible 
spirit of liberty.

paTrick bishop has reported from the front line of almost every major war of our  
era in his twenty-year career as a foreign correspondent. He has emerged as a highly 
regarded military historian. He is the author of Fighter Boys: The Battle of Britain, 1940 
and The Hunt for Hitler’s Warship.

The cooler king
The True Story of William Ash, the Greatest Escaper of WWII

Patrick bishop

24 | February

$17.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1433-5 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 336 • Territory X
36 b&w images
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1273-7)
HISTORY

$19.95 paperback ($25.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1431-1 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 528 • Territory A
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1216-4)
HISTORY

“an excellent, scholarly” (Library Journal starred review) 

examination of the irish revolutionary period from 1913-1923

O V E R L O O K

Author of The Transformation of Ireland

RABBLE

A NATION
FERRITER

THE IR ISH RE VOLUTION 1913 –1923

DIARMAID

AND NOT A

“Highly readable and deeply researched . . . this book will be  
a welcome addition to any collection on Irish history.”

—Library Journal (Starred Review)

Renowned Irish historian Diarmaid Ferriter presents a fresh look at the Irish revolutionary 
period from 1913-1923, drawing from newly available historical sources as well as the 
testimonies of the people who lived and fought through this extraordinary period. Ferriter 
highlights the gulf between rhetoric and reality in politics and violence, the role of women, 
the battle for material survival, the impact of key Irish unionist and republican leaders, as 
well as conflicts over health, land, religion, law and order, and welfare.

diarmaid FerriTer is Professor of Modern Irish History at University College, Dublin. 
He has written a number of books on Irish history, including The Transformation of Ireland 
1900-2000, Occasions of Sin: Sex & Society in Modern Ireland, and Ambiguous Republic: 
Ireland in the 1970s. In 2010 he presented the RTE TV series The Limits of Liberty.

a nation and not a rabble
The Irish Revolution 1913-1923

diarmaid Ferriter
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“meet the inspiration for steve mcQueen in The	Great	Escape.”	
—New	York	Post
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The in-depth look at The Faces, the rock ’n’ roll band that left 

sold-out concerts and wrecked hotel rooms in their wake

Forty years ago The Faces formed from the ashes of The Small Faces and the Jeff Beck 
Group, featuring a charismatic, raspy-voiced frontman in Rod Stewart alongside Ron 
Wood, Ronnie Lane, Ian McLagan and Kenney Jones. Had Me a Real Good Time is the 
definitive account of one of rock ’n’ roll’s most engagingly shambolic acts as well as an 
evocative portrait of the times in which they raised hell and recorded some timeless tracks.

aNdy Neill has written extensively about popular music and has regularly contributed 
to Record Collector and Mojo.

Had Me a Real Good Time
The Faces: Before, During, and After

Andy neill

overlook omNibus 
$29.95 paperback ($39.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1442-7 
6” x 9” • pp. 560 • Territory C
54 b&w and 23 color images
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

overlook omNibus 
$27.95 paperback ($36.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1443-4 
6” x 9” • pp. 448 • Territory C
25 b&w images
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

The ultimate account of düsseldorf’s most influential 

bands, including kraftwerk, Neu!, daF, and die krupps

Just as Memphis is the heartland of rock ’n’ roll, Düsseldorf is regarded as the 
Mecca for electronic music. The capital of North Rhine-Westphalia became the center 
of an analog electronic movement from the early 1970s to the mid-1980s. Electri_city  
uncovers the myths and realities of the bands emerging from the artistic backdrop 
of a wealthy German post WWII modernistic city and explores the emergence of the 
electronic scene in Düsseldorf, which fostered a creative explosion that influenced  
musicians and artists worldwide. 

rudie esch has played an active part in the Düsseldorf music scene for over twenty 
years, performing with several punk and new wave bands. Since 1988 Esch has played 
bass guitar for electronic rock band Die Krupps, and he works as instrumentalist,  
composer, lyricist and producer.

electri_city
The Düsseldorf School of Electronic Music

rudie esch
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“An analysis of the band’s catalog, discussed with a 
seriousness usually reserved for the beatles.”  

—Rolling	Stone

“highly recommended.” —Beat



26 | March

$27.95 hardcover (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1116-7
6” x 9” • pp. 384 • Territory X
THRILLER

The latest in the ingenious, gripping Father anselm series by Gold dagger 
award-winner william brodrick

The day of the lie
A Father Anselm Thriller

William brodrick

“extraordinarily moving: a thoughtful and 
extremely well written tale not only about the 
lengths to which an oppressive regime will go 

to protect itself from its people, but also about 
the unexpected burdens of freedom.” 

—The	Guardian

“One of the best-constructed and fasted-paced 
thrillers i’ve read in ages.” —Reader’s	Digest

“A profound, uplifting story of murder and 
spiritual understanding.” —The	Tablet
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Featuring the brilliant criminal lawyer-turned-monk/detec-
tive whose specialty is the intersection of murderous deeds 
and moral questions and “reminiscent of the early works 
of John le Carré . . . blending sharp suspense and literary 
resonance,” William Brodrick’s Father Anselm novels are 
“classics in the making” (Geffery Deaver).

In The Day of the Lie, Father Anselm receives a visit from 
an old friend with a dangerous story to tell—the story of a 
revolutionary in Eastern Europe during the icy grip of the 
Cold War. As a young woman, Roza Mojeska was betrayed 
by someone close to her, sent to the dark of a government  
prison, and forced to make a terrible choice that haunts 
her to this day.

Now, decades later, Father Anselm peels back years of  
history, decades of secrets, a half-century of lies, in order to 
expose a truth that victim and torturer would keep hidden. 
The Day of the Lie is the gripping, intricate mystery that 
perceptively examines guilt and redemption.

william brodrick was an Augustinian 
friar before leaving the order to become a  
lawyer. He won the Crime Writers’  
Association Gold Dagger Award in 2009, 
and is the author of five novels featuring 
Father Anselm.

•	 For fans of P.d. James and William boyd



March | 27

$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1427-4 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 352 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1061-0)
THRILLER

Father anselm finds himself embroiled in a deadly conflict of men and 
morals in this provocative tale of the meaning of justice

The discourtesy of death
A Father Anselm Thriller

William brodrick

“truly compelling.“ —geffery deaver

“An intricately plotted and satisfying story.”  
—Daily	Mail	

“brodrick keeps the story going at a cracking 
pace, flitting back and forth between its vari-

ous elements, characters and eras with timing so 
expert the reader is compelled to keep turning 

the pages.” —Time	Out	

“such a combination of narrative mastery, psy-
chological insight, and moral vision suggests a 
John le Carré in the making.” —The	Telegraph
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In The Discourtesy of Death, an anonymous letter arrives on 
the doorstep of Lakewood Priory accusing celebrity academic 
Peter Henderson of a grotesque murder: the calculated killing 
of his partner, retired dancer Jennifer Henderson. The letter 
challenges everything the family thought they knew about 
Jennifer’s death and pleads for Father Anselm’s help to un-
cover the truth. Father Anselm discreetly begins to investigate 
Jennifer’s death, unaware that someone else is investigating 
as well . . . someone with the intention of—and special skills 
for—avenging her death. 

As Anselm’s investigation looks deeper into the past, the 
details of Jennifer’s death grow murkier and the lines  
between right and wrong begin to blur, causing him to 
question his ideas of truth and justice. Thought-provoking, 
taut, and thoroughly page-turning, The Discourtesy of 
Death is a deeply compelling, psychologically acute mystery. 
Death, dying, and killing have never been so complicated. 



28 | March

$27.95 hardcover (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1436-6
6” x 9” • pp. 464 • Territory X
FICTION

The third book in harry sidebottom’s epic series Throne of the caesars continues the 
tale of one of the bloodiest periods of roman history—the year of the six emperors

Fire and Sword
Throne of the Caesars III

harry sidebottom

•	 Fire	and	Sword is the epic 

third volume of the throne 

of Caesars series, following 

Iron	and	Rust and Blood	

and	Steel

•	 successful tv series such 

as Game	of	Thrones	are 

bringing new audiences to 

the swords & sandals genre

Praise for harry sidebottom

“sidebottom’s prose blazes with searing 
 scholarship.” —The	Times

“superior fiction, with depth, authenticity and a 
sense of place.” —Times	Literary	Supplement

“A storming triumph . . . wonderful fight scenes, 
deft literary touches and salty dialogue.” 

—The	Daily	Telegraph	
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Throne of the caesars

FIRE 
& 

SWORD
B O O k  I I I

It is April 238 AD, and the empire is in turmoil. With both 
Gordian the Elder and Younger dead in North Africa, tyrant 
and former emperor Maximinus Thrax seeks to reclaim the 
throne. The Senate, who supported the Gordian revolt, 
choose two of their own to claim power. But fighting erupts 
in the streets as ambitious men call for violent revolution.

As Maximinus marches into northern Italy, the city of  
Aquileia is the only thing standing between him and Rome. 
Against all odds, Menophilus, a friend of the Gordians,  
prepares to defend the city. In one of the greatest sieges in 
all of history, the fate of the empire will be decided.

The dramatic and thrilling tale of murder, rebellion, and civil 
war, Fire and Sword creates a magnificent world built on  
violence and revenge—a world where none are safe,  
especially those who dare to rule.

harry sideboTTom teaches classical 
history at Oxford, where he is a Fellow of 
St. Benet’s Hall and a lecturer at Lincoln 
College. He has an international reputa-
tion as a scholar, having published widely 
on ancient warfare, classical art, and the 
cultural history of the Roman Empire.

WWW.READSWORDSANDSANDALS.COM



liOn OF the sun
978-1-4683-0064-2 pb $16.95

King OF Kings
978-1-59020-686-7-5 pb $16.95

March | 29 

by the bestselling author of the warrior of rome series, the 

second book in a major series for fans of George r.r. martin

In Rome in the year 238 AD, Emperor Maximinus’s reign hangs in the balance. The empire 
is bleeding manpower and money, and rebellions flare in the far reaches of its territories. 
Meanwhile in Africa, Gordian the Elder and Younger are proclaimed as the new Augusti. 
The first blood of the revolt is shed in Rome when an assassin murders the emperor’s 
prefect, announcing to Rome that the Gordians have taken the throne; still bitter at 
Maximinus’s rise from the barracks to power, the Senate endorses the rebellion, and 
chaos descends on the capitol. 

Blood and Steel
Throne of the Caesars II

harry sidebottom

$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1423-6 
53/8” x 8” • pp. 448 • Territory X
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1250-8)
FICTION
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CAsPiAn gAtes
978-1-4683-0340-7 pb $16.95

irOn And rust
Throne of the Caesars I

978-1-4683-1255-3 pb $16.95

the Amber rOAd
978-1-4683-0947-8 pb $16.95

WOlves OF the nOrth
978-1-4683-0820-5 pb $16.95

Fire in the eAst
978-1-59020-246-3 pb $16.95

also available: 

sidebottom’s 

warrior of rome 

series
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$25.00 hardcover ($34.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1247-8 
51/2” x 81/4” • pp. 256 • Territory A
b&w illustrations throughout
NATURE

reflections on the private lives of the animals of the catskills, from birds 
to moths to wild deer, by a lifelong naturalist

The Quarry Fox
And Other Critters of the Wild Catskills

leslie t. sharpe

•	 A perfect gift for readers of  

sy montgomery and books like	

H	is	for	Hawk	

•	 this title joins Overlook’s 

distinguished list of books 

about the Catskills and the 

hudson valley
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QUARRY FOX

L E S L I E  T .  S H A R P E

AND OTHER CRITTERS 

OF THE WILD CATSKILLS

THE

A red fox stands poised at the edge of a woodchuck den, 
ears perked for danger as two fox cubs frolic nearby. A black 
bear and her cubs hibernate beneath a felled tree. A barred 
owl snags a hapless cottontail from a meadow. In The Quarry 
Fox, Leslie T. Sharpe trains her keen eye and narrative gifts on 
these and other wildlife through her tales of close observa-
tions as a naturalist living in the Great Western Catskills. The 
Quarry Fox is the first in-depth study of Catskill wildlife since 
John Burroughs, in which Sharpe weaves her experiences 
with the seasons, plants and creatures with their natural his-
tory, revealing their sensitivity to and resilience against the 
splendor and cruelty of Nature. 

Sharpe’s frank, scientific observations join with her deeply felt 
connection to these creatures to instill in readers an apprecia-
tion of the undaunted and variegated beauty of the Catskills 
and camaraderie with its animals. From contemplating the 
importance of milkweed for monarchs to lay their eggs to 
reveling in the first steps of a wobbly fawn, The Quarry Fox is 
a celebration of the natural world and our place in it.

leslie T. sharpe is the former Vice Presi-
dent of the NYC Audubon Society, an en-
vironmentalist, and a naturalist living in the 
Great Western Catskills. She has taught 
writing and editing at Columbia and New 
York Universities. Her book Editing Fact and 
Fiction is a staple text for writing students. 



overlook omNibus  
$35.00 hardcover ($47.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1447-2
71/2” x 93/4” • pp. 288 • Territory C
120 color images
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

The beautiful photographic memorial of the life of the late amy winehouse 
from acclaimed photographers darren and elliott bloom

amy Winehouse
A Life Through the Lens

darren and elliott bloom

•	 Winehouse is the subject 

of the 2016 Academy 

Award-winning documen-

tary Amy, directed by Asif 

Kapadia (Ali	and	Nino)

•	 the blooms, whose pho-

tographs appeared in the 

Oscar-winning documentary 

Amy, opened their archives 

for this lavish and intimate 

photo book
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Five-time Grammy award-winner and singer-songwriter 
Amy Winehouse burst onto the scene with her debut album 
Frank in 2003. Over the next eight years, the dichotomy  
between the jazzy soul singer’s commercial success and  
private calamity kept her name in the tabloids and at the top 
of the charts as she released a succession of hits including  
“Rehab,” “Back to Black,” and “Valerie.” Her legacy as 
a singer-songwriter continues to pave the way for artists  
including Adele and Lady Gaga, years after her tragic death 
at age twenty-seven in 2011.

Now, the late Amy Winehouse lives on through the pho-
tographs of renowned celebrity photographers Darren and 
Elliot Bloom in Amy Winehouse: A Life Through the Lens, 
the stunning book honoring and showcasing her life both 
on and off the stage. Covering the last five years of Amy’s 
life, the Blooms caption the photographs with stories of 
affectionate remembrance, revealing an enchanting side to 
Amy little known to those outside her inner circle.

darreN aNd ellioTT bloom were London-based celebrity pho-
tographers between 2003 and 2012. They made their mark with 
some of the biggest front-page stories of the era before setting up 
 their own agency, Optic Photos. The Bloom and Winehouse fami-
lies enjoyed a close relationship that went back three generations. 
In 2009, Darren & Elliott became Amy’s personal photographers,  
allowing them to capture amazing images of the late singer. 

maTT Trollope was a club and music columnist for the east  
London and Essex-based Recorder Series newspapers. He is a key 
figure in the London bar and nightclub industry and is the author 
of One More: A Definitive History Of UK Clubbing (1988-2008) and 
The Life & Lines of Brandon Block.

March | 31 
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$16.95 paperback (NCR)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-0254-7
53/8” x 8” • pp. 752 • Territory X
FICTION

by the bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl, the evocative novel of 
hopeless love and careless betrayal

all My Sins remembered
A Novel

rosie thomas

•	 uK’s number one bestsell-

ing author rosie thomas 

now has eight books in print 

with Overlook 

•	 rosie thomas has twice 

won the romantic novel 

of the year Award and is 

2012 winner of romantic 

novelists’ Association’s epic 

romantic novel Award 

Bestselling author and “master storyteller” (Cosmopolitan)  
Rosie Thomas captivates readers once again with this 
sweeping saga of family, love, and betrayal set against a 
historical backdrop spanning two world wars

Born within hours of each other, cousins Clio Hirsh and 
Grace Stretton were raised as sisters in the innocent days 
before the Great War. But jealousy and bitterness simmer 
beneath the surface of their friendship as Grace enchants 
all those who meet her, leaving shy and quiet Clio to fade 
to the background. 

Decades later, Clio recounts the story of her family to 
her biographer: her brother Jake’s wartime experiences 
and eventual medical career; Clio and Grace’s bohemian 
lifestyle in the world of literary London; younger brother  
Julius’ career as a concert violinist in pre-war Berlin. But for 
herself, Clio remembers a different story—one of tragedy, 
heartbreak, and secrets. And above all, the truth about her 
mesmerizing cousin Grace.

rosie Thomas is the author of numerous critically acclaimed, best-
selling novels. Born in northern Wales, Thomas discovered a love of 
traveling and mountaineering and has climbed in the Alps and Hima-
layas, competed in the Peking to Paris car rally, and spent time on a 
tiny Bulgarian research station in Antarctica. 

Praise for rosie thomas

“thomas’s novels are beautifully written.” 
—Marie	Claire 

“thomas can write with ravishing sensuality.” 
—The Times

[thomas’s] character’s are so interesting and  
realistic that readers will be reluctant to let 

them go.” —Library	Journal
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more by rosie Thomas
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the KAshmir shAWl
978-1-4683-0802-0 pb $15.95

iris And ruby
978-1-4683-0263-9 hc $27.95

the illusiOnists
978-1-4683-1098-6 pb $16.95

dAughter OF the hOuse
978-1-4683-1307-9 pb $16.95

bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl

O V E R L O O K

a novel

and  ris
Ruby
“Thomas’s novels are beautifully written.” 

—Marie Claire

COnstAnCe
978-1-4683-0878-5 pb $15.95

Other PeOPle’s mArriAges
978-1-4683-0260-8 pb $17.95

lOvers And neWCOmers
978-1-4683-02665-3- hc $27.95

O V E R L O O K

“Thomas’s novels are 

beautifully written.” 

—Marie Claire

a novel

bestselling author of The Kashmir Shawl

The	Kashmir	Shawl paperback is 

currently in its fifth printing!
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$29.95 hardcover ($38.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-59020-219-7
6” x 9” • pp. 304 • Territory A
1 map
TRAVEL WRITING

The lively and evocative history that captures the very essence of the  
canary islands and its people

T H E  C A N A R Y 
I S L A N D S

j u a n  c r u z  r u i z

A  C U L T U R A L  H I S T O R Y

The canary Islands
A Cultural History

Juan Cruz ruiz

•	 Juan Cruz ruiz is a well 

regarded spanish journalist; 

founder and longtime edi-

tor of	El	País, the highest-

circulation daily newspaper 

in spain

•	 the Canary islands are a 

popular tourist destination, 

with over 12 million visitors 

a year

Traditional tour guides give straightforward advice on what 
to do and where to go, but in this remarkable cultural  
history, celebrated journalist and Canary Islands native Juan 
Cruz Ruiz offers something much more, for travelers and  
interested readers looking for a more intimate exploration of 
this rich archipelago.

Over 12 million visitors travel to the Canary Islands every year, 
to see its famous black and white sand beaches and enjoy 
attractions like Carnival. Reading The Canary Islands is like 
traveling with a personal tour guide, one who will tell you 
in exquisite language about the original inhabitants of the 
Canaries, the history of the islands, and what life was like 
for residents of the Canaries before tourism. Ruiz explores 
the geography of the Canaries, the food, the local art. He 
introduces the reader to live Canario people and tells their 
life stories. The Canary Islands is both inspiring and useful— 
an in-depth look at the islands and the islanders, as well 
as a unique guide to unusual Canary Islands destinations,  
can’t-miss food and wine, and the history, mythology, and 
ecology of this cherished destination.

juaN cruz ruiz holds a degree in Jour-
nalism and History from the University of 
La Laguna. He has worked as a journalist 
for the newspaper El País since its founding 
in 1976, and his narrative work includes 
over a dozen titles. In 2000 he was award-
ed the Canary Islands Prize for Literature. 
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Translated from the Spanish by James Womack
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$35.00 hardcover ($47.00 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1446-5
71/2” x 93/4” • pp. 272 • Territory A 
75 b&w drawings and 5 photographs
SPORT

The classic and newly updated guide to the intricate sport of falconry, 
explaining all facets of raptor ownership 

Falconry Basics
A Handbook for Beginners

tony hall

•	 Falconry is rapidly grow-

ing as one of the most 

popular and exciting of 

field sports and appeals to 

an increasingly wide follow-

ing in north America

•	 A valuable resource for 

newcomers to falconry and 

long-time practicioners 

alike
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FALCONRY
BASICS
a handbook
for beginners

T O N Y  H A L L

In this fully revised edition of his classic guide to falconry 
for beginners, lifelong falconer Tony Hall presents the most 
comprehensive information available to newcomers to the 
sport. Falconry Basics is specifically designed for novices and 
covers the basics, from different types of birds and their in-
dividual characteristics, to acquiring the proper equipment 
and the care and handling of the birds themselves. 

Covering all aspects of training, hunting, and maintenance,  
Falconry Basics addresses every possible scenario a  
newcomer may face when training their first raptor, from 
illness and injury to escaped or overconfident hawks. Hall 
also provides a wealth of supplementary information for 
beginners, including notes on anatomy, terminology, and a 
list of additional resources. Accompanied by diagrams and  
detailed line illustrations throughout, this book will become 
a standard manual for future generations of falconers. 

ToNy hall has been Editor of the British Hawking Association’s  
journals and, from the age of fourteen, has bred, trained, and 
flown numerous hawks, including Tawny Owls. He lives in 
Somerset, England.



$15.95 paperback ($20.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1141-9
53/8” x 8” • pp. 256 • Territory A
FICTION

“lerman equals [roth] in his own good game—

the jewish absurd.” —The New York Times

CALL ME ISHTAR RHODA LERMAN
A NOVEL

Call Me Ishtar
A Novel

rhoda lerman

A “bouncy, tongue-in-cheek” (Kirkus) satire on gender politics, 
Call Me Ishtar is the outrageous manifesto of a Goddess determined 
to right the wrongs of the 3000 year-old patriarchy. 

She is Ishtar: Mother Goddess, Queen of Heaven, Angel of Death, 
and Whore of Babylon, and, returning to earth in this most recent 
incarnation, suburban housewife and sexual subversive. Gallivanting 
through upstate New York, Ishtar breaks into a Hostess factory to taint 
its products, catapults a rock band to stardom via satanic rituals, and 
rises from the coffin at her own funeral. 

rhoda lermaN (1936-2015) is the author of six novels and one work of non-
fiction. As a speaker and writer, she has been recognized and honored in India, 
Tibet, South America, and Europe, and her work was featured in Phyllis Rose’s 
acclaimed The Shelf. She taught and lectured at major universities, including 
Harvard, Wisconsin, and Syracuse.
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36 | April/Available Now

$15.95 paperback ($20.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1140-2
53/8” x 8” • pp. 320 • Territory A
FICTION

back in print—the classic novel of a young man 

who turns his back on his jewish faith

GOD’S EAR RHODA LERMAN
A NOVEL

God’s Ear
A Novel

rhoda lerman

A “passionate, hilarious” (Publishers Weekly) novel on the absurdity and 
value of religion, family, and tradition, told through a family singular in both 
personality and Jewish faith.

The last in a long line of Rabbis, Yussell Fetner was destined from birth to 
take up the Rabbinic mantle after his father’s death. On the day of his bar 
mitzvah, he renounces all religion in favor of earthly goods and the selling 
of insurance. But the history of a thousand years is not to be thrown away 
lightly, and on his death, Yussel Fetner’s father discovers he will be unable to 
enter heaven until Yussel enters the faith.The old Rabbi will have to dip into 
a kit bag full of family lore, Hasidic tales, Kabbalistic wisdom, outright lies, 
and Jewish justifications to tea, trick, and torment his son until he accepts 
the pain of loving God.
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$16.95 paperback ($21.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1428-1
53/8” x 8” • pp. 336 • Territory A
(Previous edition: 978-1-4683-1248-5)
FICTION

The “stupendous” (Álvaro enrigue, New York Times Book Review) story with 
themes as large as love and the universe and as small as an appleseed

Septimania
A Novel

Jonathan levi

•	 levi is a remarkable liter-

ary talent whose writing 

has drawn comparisons to 

salman rushdie, gunter 

grass, and gabriel garcía 

márquez

•	 levi was a founding 

member of Granta	and the 

fiction critic for the	Los	

Angeles	Times	Book	Review

•	 Author events, cities tK

“immensely ambitious . . . [Septimania] has the 
format of a novel, but it has roots in the folk-

tales of The	Arabian	Nights. it adds new dimen-
sions to the idea of the novel.” 

 —The	Wall	Street	Journal

“reading Septimania is like dancing on a mov-
ing stage; it’s exhilarating, even as you worry 

that your feet might fly out from under you . . . 
this dizzying tale is told with a delicate, playful 
artistry . . . [it] haunted me, the way a painting 

does when you’re trying to figure how the artist 
created light.” —The	Seattle	Times
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A U T H O R  O F 

A  G U I D E  F O R  T H E  P E R P L E X E D 

“Immensely ambitious . . .  
[Septimania]  has the format of a novel, 

but it  has roots in the folk-tales of  
The Arabian Nights. It adds new  

dimensions to the idea of the novel.” 
—The Wall  St reet Journal

A  NOV E L

Septimania, Jonathan Levi’s first novel since 1992’s critically 
acclaimed A Guide for the Perplexed, is a major work, a 
story at once personal and mythic. 

On a spring afternoon in 1978 in the loft of a church outside 
Cambridge, England, an organ tuner named Malory loses 
his virginity to a dyslexic math genius named Louiza. When 
Louiza disappears, Malory follows her trail to Rome. There, 
the quest to find his love gets sidetracked when he discovers  
he is the heir to the Kingdom of Septimania, given by  
Charlemagne to the Jews of eighth-century France.

Over the next fifty years, Malory’s search for Louiza leads 
to encounters with Pope John Paul II, a band of lost  
Romanians, a magical Bernini statue, Haroun al Rashid of 
Arabian Nights fame, an elephant that changes color, a 
shadowy U.S. spy agency, an appleseed from the original 
Tree of Knowledge, and the secret history of Isaac Newton.  
Septimania is the quest of a Candide for love and  
knowledge, and the ultimate discovery that they may be 
unified after all.

joNaThaN levi is an American writer 
and producer, and author of A Guide for 
the Perplexed. His short stories and articles 
have also appeared in Granta, Condé Nast 
Traveler, GQ, Terra Nova, The Nation, and 
The New York Times. Born in New York, he 
currently lives in Rome, Italy.
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$16.95 paperback ($21.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1435-9
53/8” x 8” • pp. 512 • Territory A
(Previous edition: 978-1-58567-545-6 hc)
THRILLER

The suspenseful, thrilling novel from the acclaimed master of world-class 
spy fiction—and the next chapter for spy paul christopher

Spine=30.5mm

‘Infinitely seductive, sophisticated and authentic, 
finely conceived, perfectly written; a masterwork 
by an exceptional novelist’ Alan Furst
 
 Retired master spy Paul Christopher goes missing a day after a 
family dinner.

 Months later a Chinese official delivers his ashes to the American 
consulate in Beijing, and a memorial service is held in Washington. 
But the Old Boys of the CIA are not convinced that their ex-
colleague is dead and embark upon a thrilling search that takes 
them from Xinjiang to Brazil, from Rome to Moscow and a secret 
more dangerous than any of them expected.
 
‘McCarry’s thrillers really thrill, his political insight 
is praised by senior politicians and his erudition, 
experience and good writing turn spy stories into 
literature. McCarry and his dynamic alter-egos wipe 
the floor with the opposition’ Daily Telegraph 
‘It’s like the best parts of ten John le Carré novels 
all put together’ Time

‘Ranks up there with le Carré 
 in a select class of two’
 Daily Mail

‘The absolute best thriller writer alive’
 P. J. O’Rourke

CHARLES McCARRY OLD BOYS£7.99 | Fiction
Duckworth Overlook
90–93 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6BF
www.ducknet.co.uk

Design by Clare Skeats
Photograph © altrendo images

OldBoys.indd   1 11/07/2012   10:22

A PAUL CHRISTOPHER NOVEL

old Boys
A Thriller

Charles mcCarry

Charles McCarry returns to the world of his legendary  
character, Paul Christopher, the crack intelligence agent 
who is as skilled at choosing a fine wine as he is at  
tradecraft, and no stranger to the world of dirty tricks.

As the novel begins, Paul Christopher, now an aging but 
remarkably fit 70ish, is dining at home with his cousin  
Horace, also an ex-agent. Dinner is delicious and unevent-
ful. A day later, Paul has vanished. Months pass and his 
ashes are delivered by a Chinese official to the American 
consulate in Beijing. But Horace is not convinced that Paul 
is dead and, enlisting the support of four other retired 
colleagues—a sort of all-star backfield of the old Outfit—
Horace gets the “Old Boys” back in the game to find Paul 
Christopher.

Harassed by American intelligence, hunted by terrorists, 
Horace Christopher and the Old Boys travel the globe, 
from Xinjiang to Brazil, from Rome to Tel Aviv, Buda-
pest to Moscow, in search of Paul and the unspeakably  
dangerous truth.

charles mccarry established an in-
ternational reputation as a novelist in 
1975, with the publication of his world-
wide bestseller The Tears of Autumn. Dur-
ing the 1950s and 1960s, McCarry served 
under deep cover as a CIA operations of-
ficer in Europe, Africa, and Asia.

 Praise for Charles mcCarry

“As a storyteller, mcCarry surpasses  len deighton and 
John le Carré . . . his novels have a multidimensional 

quality, a deep sensitivity, and a verisimilitude that tells 
you the author knows what he’s talking about.” 

—The	Washington	Post

“the best writer of intelligence and political novels in 
the world.” —The	Boston	Globe

“mcCarry’s novels are among the very best of our time.” 
—The	Wall	Street	Journal	
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978-0-1430-3549-7 pb (Penguin)
previous ediTioNs

• McCarry’s novels have been translated into 
more than twenty languages
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the better Angels
978-1-59020-155-8 pb $15.95

O v e r l O O k

Other novels by 
Charles mcCarry

The paul chrisTopher Novels

the seCret lOvers
978-1-4683-0108-3 pb $15.95

seCOnd sight
978-1-59020-150-3 pb $15.95

ChristOPher’s ghOsts
978-1-59020-113-8 pb $15.95

O v e r l O O k

the mierniK dOssier
978-1-58567-942-3 pb $15.95

the teArs OF Autumn
978-1-58567-890-7 pb $15.95

the lAst suPPer
978-1-59020-014-8 pb $15.95

shelley’s heArt
978-1-59020-475-7 pb $15.95



overlook omNibus 
$29.95 paperback ($39.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1445-8
93/8” x 121/2” • pp. 192 • Territory C
94 b&w photographs and 33 color photographs
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

The spectacular photographic record of led 

zeppelin at their peak

led Zeppelin
Photographs by neal Preston

No one has captured the romance and mystique of Led Zeppelin on 
film more successfully than photographer Neal Preston. His unparalleled  
access to Zeppelin allowed him to document Jimmy Page, Robert Plant, 
John Paul Jones, and John Bonham both on stage and off—their per-
formances, travels, rehearsals, and private moments in cloistered dressing 
rooms. The result is this powerful collection of images that stands as the 
ultimate visual record of the greatest rock-and-roll band of the 70s.

Neal presToN has worked for nearly 30 years perfecting his abilities as a portraitist  
and “rare glimpse” hunter, acquiring memorable, candid images of Led Zeppelin, 
Madonna, Bruce Springsteen, The Eagles, and Bono.

40 | Available Now

key omNibus backlisT
Now Available from The Overlook Press
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Led Zeppelin OP10428:Led Zeppelin OP10428  11/2/09  13:06  Page 34
Led Zeppelin OP10428:Led Zeppelin OP10428  11/2/09  13:04  Page 9
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overlook omNibus 
$35.95 hardcover ($52.95 CAN)
ISBN: 978-1-4683-1448-9
10” x 13” • pp. 294 • Territory C
275 color and 38 b&w images
MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY

The comprehensive collection of the late storm 

Thorgerson’s iconic designs for pink Floyd

Mind over Matter
The Images of Pink Floyd

storm thorgerson and Peter Curzon

The gorgeous centerpiece to any Pink Floyd fan’s collection, Mind Over 
Matter is a veritable gallery of the band’s artwork and the backstory of 
its creation by the late graphic designer Storm Thorgerson, who was  
instrumental in creating the mystique that shrouds Pink Floyd and its  
music. The creative genius behind Pink Floyd’s iconic Dark Side of the 
Moon album cover revisits the work he created for each album and tells 
the story behind the concept, annotating this collection of legendary music 
visuals with his personal memoirs of his time spent with the band. 

This complete package of music artwork showcases the images of Pink 
Floyd’s album sleeves and the iconic designs from tour programs, poster,  
t-shirts, and booklet pages in beautiful color reproductions alongside 
Thorgerson’s commentary. His insights in into the creation of some of the 
most evocative and recognizable images in music history, including the fly-
ing pig and the infamous Dark Side of the Moon prism, will instruct and 
surprise even the most devoted Pink Floyd fan.

sTorm ThorGersoN (1944-2013) was a key member of the British graphic art 
group known as Hipgnosis. He designed many of the most famous album covers of all 
time, including Pink Floyd’s instantly-recognizable Dark Side Of The Moon.

peTer curzoN collaborated with Storm Thorgerson on album covers for over 20 years. 
He now runs StormStudios, where he continues to design “normal but not” images.

key omNibus backlisT
Now Available from The Overlook Press
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the Adventures OF sAlly 
978-1-59020-755-0 $19.95

Aunts Aren’t gentlemen 
978-1-59020-165-7 $19.95

bAChelOrs AnOnymOus 
978-1-59020-857-1 $19.95

bArmy in WOnderlAnd 
978-1-59020-240-1 $19.95

big mOney 
978-1-58567-978-2 $19.95

bill the COnQuerOr 
978-1-59020-067-4 $19.95

blAndings CAstle 
978-1-58567-338-4 $19.95

bring On the girls 
978-1-4683-0974-4 $19.95

CArry On, Jeeves 
978-1-58567-392-6 $19.95

the CliCKing OF Cuthbert 
978-1-58567-278-3 $19.95

COCKtAil time 
978-1-58567-574-6 $19.95

the COde OF the WOOsters 
978-1-58567-057-4 $19.95

the COming OF bill 
978-1-58567-744-3 $19.95

COmPAny FOr henry 
978-1-4683-0053-6 $19.95

A dAmsel in distress 
978-1-58567-430-5 $19.95

dO butlers burgle bAnKs? 
978-1-58567-747-4 $19.95

dOCtOr sAlly 
978-1-59020-166-4 $19.95

eggs, beAns And CrumPets 
978-1-59020-411-5 $19.95

FeW QuiCK Ones 
978-1-59020-233-3 $19.95

FrenCh leAve 
978-1-4683-0664-4 $19.95

FrOzen Assets 
978-1-59020-306-4 $19.95

Full mOOn 
978-1-58567-836-5 $19.95

gAlAhAd At blAndings 
978-1-59020-232-6 $19.95

A gentlemAn OF leisure 
978-1-58567-391-9 $19.95

the girl in blue 
978-1-59020-472-6 $19.95

the girl On the bOAt 
978-1-59020-009-4 $19.95

the gOld bAt 
978-1-59020-513-6 $19.95

the heAd OF KAy’s 
978-1-4683-0052-9 $19.95

the heArt OF A gOOF 
978-1-585678372 $19.95

heAvy WeAther 
978-1-58567-230-1 $19.95

hOt WAter 
978-1-58567-389-6 $19.95

iCe in the bedrOOm 
978-1-59020-512-9 $19.95

iF i Were yOu 
978-1-4683-0696-5 $19.95

the indisCretiOns OF ArChie 
978-1-59020-305-7 $19.95

the inimitAble Jeeves 
978-1-58567-922-5 $19.95

Jeeves And the FeudAl sPirit 
978-1-58567-229-5 $19.95

Jeeves in the OFFing 
978-1-58567-325-4 $19.95

Jill the reCKless 
978-1-58567-660-6 $19.95

JOy in the mOrning 
978-1-58567-276-9 $19.95

Kid brAdy stOries & A mAn OF meAns 
978-1-4683-0833-4 $19.95

lAughing gAs 
978-1-58567-232-5 $19.95

leAve it tO Psmith 
978-1-58567-432-9 $19.95

the little nugget 
978-1-58567-745-0 $19.95

lOrd emsWOrth 
978-1-58567-277-6 $19.95

lOuder And Funnier 
978-1-4683-1131-0 $18.95

lOve AmOng the ChiCKens 
978-1-59020-678-2 $19.95

the luCK OF the bOdKins 
978-1-58567-336-0 $19.95

the luCK stOne 
978-1-4683-1052-8 $18.95

the mAn uPstAirs 
978-1-59020-471-9 $19.95

the mAn With tWO leFt Feet 
978-1-59020-241-8 $19.95 

the mAting seAsOn 
978-1-58567-231-8 $19.95

The collecTor’s wodehouse

All 99 P.G. Wodehouse Titles from The Overlook Press

42

A New	York	Times	2016 

summer reading Pick!



wodehouse box seTs

All 99 P.G. Wodehouse Titles from The Overlook Press

meet mr. mulliner 
978-1-58567-275-2 $19.95

miKe And Psmith 
978-1-4683-0274-5 $19.95

miKe At WryKyn 
978-1-59020-756-7 $19.95

mOney FOr nOthing 
978-1-58567-923-2 $19.95

mOney in the bAnK 
978-1-58567-657-6 $19.95

mr. mulliner sPeAKing 
978-1-58567-659-0 $19.95

muCh Obliged, Jeeves 
978-1-58567-526-5 $19.95

mulliner nights 
978-1-58567-433-6 $17.95

my mAn Jeeves 
978-1-58567-875-4 $19.95

nOt geOrge WAshingtOn 
978-1-4683-0968-3 $19.95

nOthing seriOus 
978-1-59020-106-0 $19.95

the Old reliAble 
978-1-59020-679-9 $19.95

Over seventy 
978-1-4683-1053-5 $18.95

PeArls, girls And mOnty bOdKin 
978-1-4683-0275-2 $19.95

A PeliCAn At blAndings 
978-1-59020-413-9 $19.95

PerFOrming FleA 
978-1-4683-0897-6 $19.95

PiCAdilly Jim 
978-1-58567-616-3 $19.95

Pigs hAve Wings 
978-1-58567-059-8 $19.95

Plum Pie 
978-1-59020-010-0 $19.95

the POthunters 
978-1-59020-347-7 $19.95

A PreFeCt’s unCle 
978-1-59020-414-6 $19.95

the PrinCe And betty 
978-1-4683-1132-7 $18.95

Psmith in the City 
978-1-58567-478-7 $19.95

Psmith, JOurnAlist 
978-1-59020-105-3 $19.95

QuiCK serviCe 
978-1-58567-523-4 $19.95

right hO, Jeeves 
978-1-58567-058-1 $19.95

ring FOr Jeeves 
978-1-58567-524-1 $19.95

sAm the sudden 
978-1-58567-977-5 $19.95

serviCe With A smile 
978-1-59020-346-0 $19.95

the smAll bAChelOr 
978-1-4683-0697-2 $19.95

sOmething Fishy 
978-1-59020-068-1 $19.95

sOmething Fresh 
978-1-58567-658-3 $19.95

sPring Fever 
978-1-58567-575-3 $19.95

stiFF uPPer liP, Jeeves 
978-1-59020-869-4 $19.95

summer lightning 
978-1-58567-477-0 $19.95

summer mOOnshine 
978-1-58567-390-2 $19.95

sunset At blAndings 
978-1-4683-1162-4 $18.95

sWOOP! And the militAry invAsiOn 
OF AmeriCA 
978-1-4683-0834-1 $19.95

tAles OF st Austin’s 
978-1-59020-858-8 $19.95

tAles OF WryKyn And elseWhere 
978-1-4683-0896-9 $19.95

thAnK yOu, Jeeves 
978-1-58567-434-3 $19.95

uKridge 
978-1-58567-479-4 $17.95

unCle dynAmite 
978-1-58567-874-7 $19.95

unCle Fred in the sPring time 
978-1-58567-527-2 $19.95

uneAsy mOney 
978-1-58567-572-2 $19.95

very gOOd, Jeeves! 
978-1-58567-746-7 $19.95

the White FeAther 
978-1-4683-0663-7 $19.95

yOung men in sPAts 
978-1-58567-337-7 $18.95

For special pricing on the complete set, 

email sAles@OverlOOKny.COm
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the gOlF bOXed set 	
The	Clicking	of	Cuthbert	and Heart	of	a	Goof 
978-1-4683-1264-5 $37.50

the blAndings bOXed set  
Pigs	Have	Wings, Summer	Lightning, and	Blandings	Castle 
978-1-4683-1219-5 $55.00

the Jeeves bOXed set 
The	Code	of	the	Woosters, The	Inimitable	Jeeves, and Very	Good	Jeeves! 
978-1-4683-0988-1 $55.00
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key overlook TiTles

PsyChO
9781590203354 pb $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)

the rAdetzKy mArCh
9781585673261 pb $16.95 ($18.95 CAN)

the seCret histOry OF the WOrld 
9781590201626 pb $16.95 (NCR)

FrOm Wilderness 
tO the Civil WAr

9781590200797 hc $45.00 ($53.00 CAN)

Over 160,000 

Copies in Print!

the gOrmenghAst nOvels
9780879516284 pb $29.95 (37.50 CAN)

legends OF the sAmurAi
9781590207307 pb $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)

FrOm the Civil WAr 
tO mOdern times

9781468311242 hc $45.00 ($53.00 CAN)

the history of the 

hudson river valley by 

vernon benjamin
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key overlook TiTles

the 131/2  lives OF 
CAPtAin bluebeAr

9781585678440 pb $17.95 (NCR)

true grit 
978-1468313154 pb $12.99 ($16.99 CAN)

Freddy the deteCtive
9781590204184 pb $11.99 ($13.99 CAN)

lungdOn
9781468313062 pb $11.99

heAP hOuse
9781468311181 pb $10.99

FOulshAm
9781468311785 pb $10.99

The iremoNGer TriloGy

2014	New	York	Times	notable book!	Kirkus best teen book of 2014! 

New	York	Times	Book	Review editor’s Pick! A School	Library	Journal	starred 

review! Publisher’s	Weekly indie Pick: big books from small Presses!

“Wildly original!” —The	New	York	Times	Book	Review	

“Odd and wonderful. totally original.”	—Nancy	Pearl,	KUOW/NPR

“Whimsically gothic . . .” —Los	Angeles	Times



key overlook TiTles

Art is WOrK
9781590200063 pb $50.00 ($62.50 CAN)

reAsOns tO be hAPPy
9781468307214 pb $14.95 ($18.95 CAN)

nO QuArter
9781468312140 hc $35.00 ($47.00 CAN)

No
Quarter

T h e  t h r e e  l i v e s  o f

Jimmy 
Page
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M A R T I N  P O W E R
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t h r e e  

l i v e s  o f

M a r t i n 
P o w e r

Cover designed by Fresh Lemon Australia.
Front cover photography by Mick Gold /Redferns. 
Back cover photography by Kevin Mazur.

NO QUARTER: THE THREE LIVES OF JIMMY PAGE 
EXPLORES THE LIFE, TIMES AND MUSIC OF THE  
MAN bEHIND ONE OF THE 20TH CENTURY’S 
GREATEST BANDS: THE MIGHTY LED ZEPPELIN.

Using new and exclusive interviews Martin Power tells the full story of  
Jimmy Page’s long career. Opening in the early sixties session scene when the 
teenage guitar wizard contributed to records by scores of others, the author  
goes on to explore Page’s time in the Yardbirds, the band that would transform 
into the legendary Led Zeppelin. It was the band that dominated the rock  
world for 12 astounding years until their break up in 1980.

UNSTOPPABLE, JIMMY PAGE BEGAN AGAIN, WITH FILM 
SOUNDTRACKS AND COLLABORATIONS BEFORE STRIKING 
OUT AS A SOLO ARTIST. BUT HE HAS NEVER BEEN ABLE  
TO ESCAPE THE DARK SHADOW OF LED ZEPPELIN. 

Researched through candid conversations with Page’s friends and musical 
collaborators, author Martin Power’s No Quarter: The Three Lives Of Jimmy Page 
represents the most comprehensive and up-to-date biography yet about this 
enigmatic legend – a “one man guitar army” and strangely mysterious superstar.  

A GENUINE MUSICAL LEGEND, 
Jimmy Page was the mastermind behind  
Led Zeppelin, among the most successful bands  
in the history of rock’n’roll. As their leader, 
producer, principal songwriter and guitarist,  
Page not only shaped the sound of seventies hard 
rock but also created a musical and artistic legacy 
that stands proudly to this day. 

Already one of London’s most in-demand  
session musicians, in 1966 he joined the Yardbirds, 
contributing greatly to the rise of psychedelic  
and hard rock, thus laying the foundations for  
the mighty Zep and the worldwide acclaim and 
multi-platinum sales they enjoyed. 

When Led Zeppelin dissolved in 1980 after the 
death of drummer John Bonham, Jimmy Page 
carried on – first as a film composer, then as  
band leader of the Firm and later as a solo artist.  
During the nineties, his collaborations with  
former Zeppelin singer Robert Plant laid the 
groundwork for the group to return one last  
time, their renowned appearance at London’s O2 
Arena in 2007. 

Since then, Jimmy has played Zep’s “Whole Lotta 
Love” at the 2008 Beijing Olympics and, amongst 
other awards, received the esteemed Kennedy 
Center Honor from President Barack Obama. 

No Quarter: The Three Lives Of Jimmy Page  
is the definitive account of his musical, 
professional and personal journey. A tale in three 
distinct parts, the book traces Page from his 
rock’n’roll obsessed childhood and life as a  

“guitar for hire” to the glory days of Led Zeppelin, 
a group who personified musical brilliance and 
unfettered excess. 

Researched through numerous interviews with 
colleagues and friends from the sixties to the 
present day, No Quarter... also casts fresh light 
on one of rock’s most mysterious figures, delving 
into Jimmy’s interests in alternative religions and 
philosophies and his life after the Led Zeppelin 
bubble burst. 

No Quarter: The Three Live of Jimmy Page tells the 
story of a man many believe to be “the greatest 
guitarist in the greatest rock band in history.” 

Martin Power has worked as a 
journalist for over 15 years and has written well-
received biographies on David Sylvian, Aerosmith, 
Shane McGowan and Manic Street Preachers.  
He has lived in North London all his life.

His 2011 definitive biography of Jimmy Page’s 
friend and rival Jeff Beck was described as 

“Conscientious and methodical... does the job 
thoroughly” by Charles Shaar Murray in Classic 
Rock Magazine; praised for its “...meticulous 
attention to detail...” in Guitarist magazine; and 
hailed as “... a contender for music biography of 
the year... a fitting monument to a guitar player 
who many still believe to be the best alive today” 
by the influential Caught By The River website.

US $35.00
CAN $47.00

neW yOrK in the 70s 
9781590207024 pb $35.00 ($40.50 CAN)

the Art OF nOir
9781468307351 pb $35.00 ($40.00 CAN)

stevie niCKs
9781468310665 hc $27.95 ($32.95 CAN)

hedWig And the Angry inCh
9781468310023 $14.95 ($18.95 CAN)

the gOAt, Or, WhO is sylviA?
978-15856764771 pb $14.95 ($18.95 CAN)

geOrge hArrisOn
9781468313932 pb $19.95 ($25.95 CAN)

O v e r l O O k

O v e r l O O kO v e r l O O k
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A Nation and Not a Rabble 24
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